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Thank you to for invite to be here tonight.
I’m know I’m mostly preaching to the converted in this room when I say that we should
support gender equality because it’s the fair thing to do and the right thing to do. But as
an economist – and I’m sure all of you as business leaders would agree – I also want to
be guided by the evidence. The policy and business case for gender equality is strong.
And better, we have increasingly good evidence about what we can do to achieve it.
First, let me outline the policy case for boosting female workforce participation. Despite
what politicians tell us, there’s not many policy levers government can pull that will
deliver a substantial boost to the economy. After looking through the normal wish lists,
Grattan Institute found that increasing female workforce participation was one of the
three. The others? Boosting workforce participation for older Australians, and delivering
substantive tax reform.1
Australian female workforce participation is low by international standards, particularly
for full time work. There are many more women working two or three days a week in
Australia compared to other developed countries.2
Partly this is cultural, but partly it is the interaction of our tax, welfare and childcare
systems. Income traps have long been a feature of the system for low and middleincome women. Some women face effective tax rates of 80, 90 or more than 100% for
moving from two-to-three, or three-to-four days work, once the costs of childcare are
factored in.3 Is it any wonder that many decide that working for free isn’t a particularly
desirable proposition?
Under the new childcare funding system, similar disincentives have been created higher
up the income distribution. The government subsidy for childcare costs falls below 50%
on household incomes above $250,000 and cuts out entirely on household incomes
above $350,000. These are of course high household incomes, but if we look through
the lens of a woman - and it is still normally a woman – deciding whether to work and
how much, the decision to return to full time work at $100,000 or even $150,000 a year
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is a much less desirable proposition if you now bear the full brunt of childcare costs that
can be in excess of $40,000 a year.
Of course we would all encourage this woman to keep working with an eye to her future
career prospects. But who wants to be the one to tell our sleep-deprived new mum that
she should return to a stressful full-time job for take home pay after tax and childcare
costs of just over $30,000 a year?
When Grattan looked at this issue back in 2012 we found that if Australia could boost
female workforce participation to the level of Canada – a comparable country which at
the time had six per cent more women in the workforce – Australia’s GDP would be $25
billion higher.4 In terms of economic payoff, that’s 2-3 times the boost to national
incomes of the government’s shelved company tax cuts.5
If untapped female workforce participation was a massive coal deposit, we would have
governments lining up to give tax concessions to get it out of the ground. Ministers
would be at pains to explain how exploiting these resources is incredibly important for
the nation’s “jobs and growth”. But for some reason women’s workforce participation
receives far less policy prominence.
We are seeing some improvements – particularly in female workforce participation
amongst university graduates. Workforce participation rates have increased by nearly
10 percentage points among graduates aged 25-34, and 5 percentage points among
graduates aged 35-44 over a decade.6 But we still lag our Canadian friends, so there is
still plenty of room to do better.
But driving further change isn’t just in the hands of government – it requires broader
cultural change. This needs to happen on two fronts: at work and at home.
Flexible work continues to rate as the most important determinant of a woman’s
successful return to the workplace. But we don’t want to risk flexible work becoming a
women’s ghetto. The Minister for Jobs who is also the Minister for Women, Kelly
O’Dwyer, says that when she visits companies they will often tell her about their flexible
work policies. She responds by asking how many men have taken up the option for
flexible work. There’s often a period of silence before someone says something like “I
think Bill from marketing is using it to play more golf”.
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Real flexibility means men feeling comfortable to ask and knowing they will receive the
same treatment as a woman asking to use these policies. Research suggests that while
men are increasingly taking up flexible work,7 they are still more likely to have their
request for flexible work denied.8 The reality of truly flexible work for all has some way to
go before it catches up with the lip service.
Boosting female workforce participation also means addressing the gender pay gap.
That new mum we want to get back to her $100,000 a year job is likely to be earning
less than her male colleague for the same work. And she can look forward to that gap
widening as she moves into more senior roles. The average female executive earns
$39,000 less in base salary than the average male executive – and the gap increases to
almost $74,000 if we take into account bonuses and other discretionary pay.9
But the good news is that the pay gap is narrowing (albeit slowly). Why? One reason is
that we are accumulating better evidence about how to address it.10
The Workplace Gender Equality Agency reports that the share of employers
undertaking a pay gap analysis increased from just under a quarter to almost 40 per
cent between 2014 and 2017.11 And about half of organisations that conducted a pay
gap analysis took some action in light of the results. Actions to correct gender pay gaps
are three times more effective when combined with reporting to the Executive or Board.
Organisations that took these steps reduced their pay gap by around 3 percentage
points in one year.12 And companies like Energy Australia have sped-up the process
and eliminated the pay gap for like-for-like work in just a year, with around 350 female
staff receiving a one-off adjustment to their pay worth around of $3500 on average.
But is it just a coincidence that this action was taken by Energy Australia, a company
led by a female managing director and with five of the ten board positions occupied by
women? Research by the Bankwest Curtin Economics Centre for the Women’s Gender
Equality Agency found a pronounced and statistically significant relationship between
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the number of women on boards and the number of women in senior leadership
positions in narrowing the gender pay gap.13
All of this plays well for feel-good corporate marketing, but is it good for business? While
the literature on the effects of diversity on corporate performance is mixed,14 many
papers across countries and industries have found positive returns. In a study of listed
and non-listed companies in Europe, economists at the International Monetary Fund
found that replacing one man on a board or senior management team with a woman
increased return on assets by an average of 8–13 basis points. This ‘female dividend’
was stronger in sectors employing more women and in knowledge-intensive and hightechnology sectors — which demand higher creativity and critical thinking.
Other studies have shown that increased female representation reduces the likelihood
of fraud and increases social responsiveness.15 But I suspect the biggest dividend, and
one that’s perhaps harder to measure in studies of short-term payback, is the impact in
attracting and retaining skilled women as well as encouraging those women to aim high
– the role model effect.
But for true equality there’s another gap we need to close. The burden of unpaid care –
childcare, housework and care of the elderly – still overwhelmingly falls on women. And
time-use studies show us exactly when this chasm opens: when the first child is born.
Before the arrival of a child, couples share work relatively equally. Men spend slightly
more time on employment and women spend only slightly more time on housework, but
the gaps are small.16
But the first child establishes a more traditional arrangement. In the year following the
birth of a child, the woman’s employment share drops to an average of 14 per cent of
the couple’s total employment time, but she does 64 per cent of the housework and 72
per cent of care. And once these more traditional gender roles are established, they are
difficult to budge. Ten years after the birth of the first child, the woman’s share of the
couple’s employment time is only back to 30 per cent, while she is still doing 63 per cent
of the housework and 66 per cent of care.17
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The financial effects of this are very clear: the average man aged 25 today who does
not have children will earn $2 million over his lifetime, the average 25 year old man who
becomes a father, $2.5million. The average 25 year old woman who remains childfree
will have lifetime earnings of $1.9 million but if she does have children this falls to $1.3
million – just over 50% of the earnings of the average father.18
But is this just what women want? Not really. Women’s satisfaction with the division of
labour in the household drops markedly after the birth of the first child and continues to
decline until the child is five years old. Men remain highly satisfied with the distribution
of labour throughout this time.19 And Scandanavia – as always – shows us how things
might be different. Those countries with policies to promote fathers to do more
‘fathering’ in the early years – end up with much more equal distribution of household
labour and pay across genders over the lifetime.20
Everyone is here this evening because we care about gender equality. And it’s clear
that there are a number of fronts where we should fight for progress: the government
needs to look seriously at the disincentives to work created by the interaction of the tax,
welfare and childcare systems. Parental leave policies should do more to encourage
fathers to take on the role of primary carer in the crucial first year when lifetime caring
patterns are established. Business needs to find ways to support flexible work for men
and to embrace the very clear evidence on pay reporting to close the gender pay gap.
And we should all look to our home division of labour – because the amount of time we
spend washing dishes or doing school runs might be the key to unlocking Australia’s
great untapped resource: women’s workforce participation.
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